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ABSTRACT
Combining
quasi-static
the
loads,
workmanship verification,
and
model
validationtestsofaerospacehardware
into a singlevibrationtestsequencecan
considerablyreducescheduleand
cost.
The enabling factor in the implementation
combined
the
of dynamic
testing
approach is the
measurement
of
the
dynamic forces exerted on
the test item by
the shaker. Thedynamictesting
ofthe
QuikSCAT spacecraft is discussed as an
example of a successful combined loads,
workmanship, andmodelvalidationtest
program.
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INTRODUCTION
The maximum expected accelerationof
the center-of-gravity (CG), which is also
called the quasi-static ornet CG load
factor, is a key parameter in the design,
analysis, and testing of aerospace
structures. The typical spacecraft
structural design approach includesan
initial sizing of primary structural
members basedon conservative quasistatic design load factors followed by
more detailed coupled loads analysis to
determine component accelerations.

The net CG loadfactors, which are
simply the interface forces divided
by the
weight of the payload, are typically
provided to the spacecraftcontractor by
the launch vehicle contractor. The load
factors are usually based on
flight test
data if available and previous analyses of
similar payloads. The loads specified at
this stage are intended
as a conservative
design envelope with sufficient margin
to
account for design changes. In a schedule
critical program witha limited
opportunity for coupled loads and design
iterations, the quasi-staticloads approach
becomes more importantas there are less
opportunities tochange the design.
Unfortunately, it is practically impossible
measure,
to
with
accelerometers,
the
acceleration
of
the
CG of a flexible
structure in a vibration test. One
approach, used in the past, is to conduct a
sine dwellvibrationtestat
a frequency
well below the first resonance of the test
structure, so that thestructuremight
be
assumed to move as a rigid body. In this
case, acceleration
input
theis
approximately
theequal
to
CG
acceleration. However, the displacement
limitations of the shaker oftenfrustrate
this approach, particularly in the case of
large
structures
with low
frequency
resonancesandhighloadrequirements.
Another
approach
useto is
an
accelerometerlocatedatthestaticCGof
the structure. However, once a body

Figure. 1 Where is the CG of the First and Second Modes
of a Cantilevered Beam
begins to flex under vibration,the CG
movesaway
from thestatic
CG and
becomes a virtual point, ratherthan a
point fixed relative to the structure. This
isillustrated in Figure 1 , which shows
the CG locationofthefirstandsecond
bendingmodes of a cantileveredbeam.
The CG locationdepends on themode
shape and therefore on frequency, and is
generallynotlocatedonthestructure.
Clearly one could locate
not
an
accelerometer there, at the CG.
Fortunately, the advent ofpiezoelectric
force gages, sandwiched
between
the
shaker and vibration test item, has made
the measurementof CG acceleration in
vibration tests very straightforward. By
Newton’s second law, the CG
acceleration
simply
is equal
the
to
measuredexternalforcedivided
bythe
total mass. In additiontoproviding
a
means for measuring CG acceleration in
vibration loads tests, the measurement of
shaker force has also proven very useful
in
for response
limiting
the
environmental, sine-sweep andrandom,
vibration tests used for qualificationand
workmanship verification of aerospace
structures [ 11. Finally, themeasurement
of shaker force also provides a means of

measuring the effective mass inbasedrive modal vibration tests conducted for
model verification.
With
NASA’s
increased
emphasis on
reducing
costs
and
schedule, and
consequentlyonreducing
or insome
cases even eliminating testing, it is very
beneficial to combine thevarious types of
dynamic tests. For the reasons previously
discussed, themeasurementoftheinput
force vector in vibration tests has proven
tobeanenablingfactor
in combining
vibration, loads, and
modal
tests
of
aerospace structures. The
combined
dynamictestingapproachhasrecently
been
utilized
in several
spacecraft
experiment
and
system test
programs
managed
theby
Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL). To illustrate the
combined dynamic testing approach, this
paper discusses the QuikSCAT spacecraft
vibration testing which was conducted in
October 1998 the
atBall
Aerospace
Technology Corporation (BATC) facility
in Boulder, CO. The
photograph
in
Figure 2 shows the QuikSCAT spacecraft
configured for a lateralvibration
test.
Notice
the
eight
piezoelectric,
tri-axial
force gages spaced at 45-degree intervals
between
the
fixture
plate
and
the
mountingring to whichthespacecraft
adapter is bolted.

DESCRIPTION OF QUICKSCAT
SPACECRAFT
The
Quick
Scatterometer
(QuikSCAT)
spacecraft program managed by NASA's
Goddard Space FlightCenter
(GSFC)
and JPL consists of a Honeywell
microwave
instrument
radarthat
measuresthenearsurfacewindvelocity
over
the
Oceans
integrated
on
a Ball
Aerospace
RS2000
Commercial
Spacecraft Bus. The Launch Vehicle is a
LockheedMartinAstronauticsTitan
11.
The QuikSCAT mission is a replacement
for the JPL NASA
Scatterometer
(NSCAT) which
was
lost
when
the
ADEOS I spacecraft failedon 6/30/97.
TheQuikSCATspacecraftwasthefirst
contract awarded under the NASA Rapid
SpacecraftAcquisition(RSA)
program.
Thespacecraftcontractwasawarded
in
December 1997 with a scheduled launch
in November 1998 resulting in a short
design cycle time anda real application of
the NASA "faster, better, cheaper" design
philosophy.
HISTORY OF QUICKSCAT LOADS
DEFINITION
The maximum predicted quasi-static limit
load factors (intendedas a conservative
envelope of flight events) were specified
as +10.0 G (Stage I1 Shutdown) in the
thrustdirectionand
+/- 2.5 G (Stage I
FuelDepletion) in thelateraldirection.
The
spacecraft
primary
structure
was
subsequently designed to + 1 1.O G in the
+/- 3.6 G in the
thrustdirectionand
lateral direction resulting in a base shear
load of 7506 Ib. limit and a base bending
moment of 377476 in-lb. limit.
An MSCNASTRAN model
the
of
Scatterometerpayloadwasprovided
by
JPL and coupled to a modeloftheBall
Aerospace RS2000 Bus. Thepredicted
first
lateral
bending
frequency
of
the
spacecraftwas 20 Hz vs. a minimum
required frequency of 10 Hz. A transient
response analysis (coupled
loads
analysis)wasperformed
by Lockheed

Martin Astronauticstocomputedesign
internalloads in the spacecraftprimary
structure. The Stage I Fuel
Depletion
event
was
determined
to
be critical
resulting in interface loads significantly in
excess the
of
spacecraft
structural
capability. The predicted base shear was
9690 Ib.limitandthepredictedbase
bending moment was660612 in-lb. limit.
The base bending momentwas reduced to
534758 in-lb. limit (3.26 sigma) by
performing an oxidizer
depletion
shutdownas opposed to fuel depletion.
TheCLAwasrepeated
for a set of 14
forcing
functions
based
on nozzle
pressure
measurements
from previous
flight data.
Initial investigation revealed that the high
lateralloadswere
due to a differential
thrust generated during Stage I depletion.
fueVoxidizer
Upon
depletion,
a
differential
thrust
shown in Figure 3
resultsas"sputtering" occurs in one of
the nozzles. The differential thrust causes
a bending moment applied to the launch
vehicle
and
a subsequent high
lateral
acceleration on the payload.
Furthermore, the QuikSCATspacecraft
wasdeterminedto be the lightedstiffest
payloadflowntodate
on Titan 11. The
QuikSCATspacecrafthas
a weightof
2100 lb., and a first lateral
bending
frequency of 20 Hz
compared
with
previous Titan I1 payloads in the 4000 lb.
range with lateralbendingfrequencies
The coupled
around 10 Hz.
spacecrafthooster primary
bending
frequency waspredictedtobe
13.3 Hz,
directly in line with thepeak response
shown in Figure 3.
Preliminary analysis of a 10 Hz isolation
systemresulted in a technicallyfeasible
design
producing
loads
within the
original
design
envelope. This option
was not pursued due to program schedule
constraints and potential risk. A program
decision was made to fly at higher loads
with reduced
margins
of safety. The
protoflighttestfactorwas
also lowered
from1.25 to 1.10.

Figure 3. Stage I Oxidizer Depletion Thrust Differential and Relative Response Spectrum
QUASI-STATIC LOADS TEST
A quasi-static sine burst
test
was
performedalong 2 axes, onelateraland
one vertical, to demonstrate the structural
integrity
of
the
QuikSCAT
spacecraft
under maximum loading conditions. The
lateral axis test was conducted along the
Z
launch vehicle axis, which corresponded
to the maximum lateral load condition,
the
overturning moment. This
involved
clockingthespacecraft
at an angle of
50.25 degrees relativetothespacecraft
principal
lateral
axes. This
test
was
performed in placeof a statictest for
structuralqualificationandprovides
an
efficientmeans
of introducing"static"
loads onto a structure using a vibration
shaker instead of
a potentially
complicated static test setup.
The
lateral
axis
test
consisted
of
a
sinusoidal input at 12 Hz with 5 cycles to
ramp up tofull level, 6 cyclesat full
level,and 5 cyclestorampdownfrom
full level. Originally, it wasplanned to
use closed loop control ofthemeasured
overturning moment. However,
tests
with a masssimulatorrevealedthat
the
controller loop time was too long (- 1-2
seconds) to reliably control the level with
a limited
number
cycles
of
(<30).
Therefore the test was run using a shock
test algorithm, whichincreasesthelevel
in steps andmakesadjustmentsbetween
the steps. The 12 Hz input frequency was
chosenlowerthantheprimarynatural
frequency
of test the
article,

approximately 17 Hz, in order to limit the
transmissibility of the test articleresponse
at resonance.Afterpreliminaryruns
at
25%, 50%, and 72% of full level, a full
level test was performed.
Data for the full level sine burst is shown
in Figures 4 to 6. The maximum slip table
inputacceleration, shown in Figure 4,
was 3.53 G. The maximum shear, shown
in Figure 5 , measured at the force gages
was10787lb.(Thenumericalvalues
wereread with a digital cursor.) The
maximumbendingmoment,
shown in
force gages
Figure 6, measuredatthe
was 634000 in-lb. Using these numbers,
the mass of the spacecraft (2080 lb.), and
the mass (279 lb.) and height (4.5 in.) of
the mounting ring located above the force
gages, theaccelerationofthespacecraft
CG is:
A = (10787 1b.-279 1b.*3.53G) 2080 lb.
= 9802 lb./2080 lb. = 4.7 1 G.
The amplification of the input acceleration
is: 4.71 G I 3.53 G = 1.33, which
corresponds tothe
overtestfactor
that
would have resulted if the input had been
assumed
be
identical
to the
to
CG
acceleration, i.e. rigidbody motion. The
bending
moment
the
atbase
of
the
spacecraft is:

M base

= 634000 - (279 Ib. * 3.53 G *

2.25 in.) - (9802 Ib. * 4.50 in.)

= 587675 in-lb.,

which represents 99.9 % of the required
protoflight base bending momentof
588233 in-lb. The center-of-shearin the
test was located at:

X shear = 587675 in-lb. /9802 lb. = 60
in.

Comparing the center-of-shear locationof
60 in. to the CG location, 52 in. above
the
bottom
of
the spacecraft
adapter,
indicates
that
bending
the moment
includesasignificantcontributionfrom
therotationofthespacecraft.Sincethe
spacecraft is fixed
at
the
base, this
rotation results only from the flexibility of
the spacecraft.

Figure 4. Input Acceleration in Sineburst Test

Figure 5. Base Shear Force in Sine-burst
Test

Figure 6. Base Moment inSine-burst
Test

ENVIRONMENTAL VIBRATION
TESTS
Aftersuccessfulcompletionofthe
sineburst
quasi-static
loads
testing, the
spacecraft
was
subjected
to
a
forcelimited
random
vibration
test
for
In
workmanship
verification.
workmanship tests, it is customaryto
notchtheinputacceleration
to limitthe
response of
the
components to
their
flight-limit loads. It is recommended that
this notching be implemented by limiting
the input force as described in [11 if at all
possible. Limitingtheinput
force, and
possibly the overturning
moment
in
lateraltests,limitsthecritical
responses
over most of the spacecraft structure and
components. In some cases, such as for
the QuikSCAT spacecraft discussed here,
it is still desirable to limit the responses of
afewcriticalitemsusingacceleration
limits.
The QuikSCAT acceleration specification
for boththelateral
andverticalrandom
vibrationtests consisted ofaflatinput
acceleration spectrum of 0.2 GVHZ from
20 to 200 Hz with a 3 dB/octave roll-off
from 20 to 10 Hzandfrom 200 to 500
Hz. The lateral axis test involved limiting
the overturningmoment,in-axisshear
force, andtwocritical
responses. The
axial test involved limiting the axial force
andthenadirdeckaxial
response. In
addition, the axial test was stopped after a
-3 dB run, because
number
a of

components were
their
at flight-limit
loads. The force and moment limits were
derived using thesemi-empiricalmethod
[2].To verify the structural integrityof the
spacecraft, a 0.1G sine-sweeptestwas
conducted
both
before
and
after
the
random vibration testsin each axis.
Figure 7 shows the
notched
input
acceleration in lateral
the
random
vibration test. The notch at approximately
17 Hz is due to the limit of 2.5 x lo8 inIb2/Hz in the overturning moment shown
in Figure 8, notch
the
and
at
approximately 33 Hz is due to the limitof
0.1 G2/Hz the
on
propulsion
tank
response shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Notched Input Accelerationin
Lateral VibrationTest

MODEL VALIDATION TESTS
Low level (0.1 G input) sine-sweep tests
were conducted at the beginning and the
end of each axis of testing. (Other 0.1 G
sine-sweep testswerealsoconducted
at
various stages ofthesine-bursttesting,
and
low-level
flat
random
tests
were
beginning
conducted
the at
of
workmanship verification
sequence
of
random tests.) The purpose of the sinesweep testswas
threefold. First, they
provide data to determine the fixed-base
mode shapes andnaturalfrequencies
of
thespacecraft
in order tovalidatethe
analytical
model
used
to
predict
the
spacecraft loads. There wasnoseparate
modal test of the QuikSCAT spacecraft.
Second, the sine-sweep testsprovide a
measure of the structural integrity ofthe
spacecraft at various stages of the quasistatic and workmanship vibration testing.
Third, they provide a goodend-to-end
check of the calibration and set-up of the
force gage instrumentation. Theinitial 0.1
G input sine-sweep tests preformed at the
beginning ofthelateralandverticalaxis
testsare shown in Figures 10 and 1 1 ,
respectively.

Figure 8. Limited Overturning Momentin
Lateral Vibration Test

Figure 9. Propulsion Tank Response in
Lateral Random Vibration Test

Figure 10. In-axis Force in 0.1 G Input Initial Lateral Sine-sweepTest
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Figure I I. In-axis Force in 0. I G Input Initial Vertical Sine-sweep Test

The value of the in-axis force at10 Hz in
the lateral sine-sweep test is
approximately 27 1 Ib., see Figure 10.
This is somewhat above the expected
rigid body value of 0.1 G * (2080 + 279)
= 236 Ib., because at 10 Hz there is
already some resonant contribution to the
CG acceleration from the first mode at
approximately 17 Hz. In the axial test
data shown in Figure 1 1 , the value of the
in-axis force at 10 Hz is very close to the
236 lb. rigid body value.
The model was correlated using data from
both the low level sine-sweep testsas
well as from the low-level flat-spectrum
random vibration tests. Both mode
shapes and natural frequencies were
generated fromthe test data. Four lowfrequency peaks are apparent in the lateral
axis data shown in Figure 10. The three
peaks at approximately 17, 18.5, and 22.
Hz are complicatedby participation of the
shaker slip table andby the 55-degree
its
clocking of the spacecraft relative to
principal axes.The 34 Hz lateral
resonance shown in Figure10 involves
motion of the propulsion tank. Six modes
were identified from the low-level axial
vibration test data.A “best fit” of the
analytical modeswas obtained by
changing parametersof both the
spacecraft andfixture portions of the
model. Once the model was correlated
with the vibration test data, changes were
made to the model used for the coupledloads analysis.
The forces measuredin a sine-sweep test
may also be utilizedto calculate the modal
effective mass [3], a very important
modeling parameter, which quantifies
the
relative participationof each mode. For
example, the effective mass m, of the first
mode shown at approximately 42 Hzin
Figure 1 1, may be calculated as follows:

625 Ib. = 0.1 G [2359 Ib. + m, * 171

m, = 229 Ib.

where F, is the peak force at the modal
resonance frequency,A, is the
acceleration input, MI is the residual mass
[4] (which, for the first mode, is equal to
the total mass ), and Q, is the quality
factor of the subject mode. (The quality
factor may be determined from the halfpower band-width, here2.5 Hz, of the
mode as follows:Q, = 42 / 2.5 = 17.) In
the same manner, one may then calculate
the effective massof the second mode
and so on, but the residual massfor the
subject mode must be reduced by the sum
of the effective massesof the lower
frequency modes.An important property
of the modal effective masses is that they
must add up to the total
mass.
Comparison of the forces and responses
measured in the low-level sine-sweeps
before and after each axis of vibration
showed negligible changes in natural
frequencies and amplitudes.The in-axis
force providesan excellent overall
“signature” for checking the structural
integrity because it tendsto integrate over
the structure and thusis less sensitive to
local effects and noise than individual
response measurements.The frequency
shifts of the low frequency modes were
less than the5% criterion and the
amplitude changes wereless than the
20% criterion. Afterthe complete
vibration testing sequence, the spacecraft
performance met all of the test success
criteria, and there were novisible signs of
damage.
CONCLUSIONS
The QuikSCAT spacecraft was designed,
fabricated, and tested in just one year and
a week. The vibration testing sequence of
the
QuikSCAT
spacecraft
included:
1.
sine-burstvibrationteststoqualifythe
structure for quasi-static loads, 2. random
vibrationtests
to verify workmanship,
and 3. sine-sweep
vibration
tests
to
obtain modal data for validating the loads
model. The technology,whichenabled
thecombiningofthese
dynamics tests,
wastheemploymentof
tri-axial,piezoelectric force gages mounted between the

shakerandspacecraft
to
measure
the
input forces and moments. The complete
dynamics
testing
sequence, which
includedtheaforementionedthreetypes
of vibrationtestsplusanovelin-situ
acoustic
conducted
test
while the
spacecraft was mounted onthevibration
test slip table [5], was completed in just
oneweek!Ifthese
four dynamicstests
had
been
conducted
individually,
i.e.
separate static, vibration, modal, and
acoustic tests, g& ofthem, with the
associated
spacecraft
handling
and
testing, mighteasilyhaveconsumeda
week
of
schedule and
commensurate
costs. It is envisioned that the benefits of
the combined dynamics testing approach
demonstrated in the QuikSCAT program
will makethisapproachattractive
for
many future spacecraft programs.
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